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Abstract
A performance comparison for the 64-bit block cipher (Triple-DES, IDEA, CAST-128, MISTY1, and
KHAZAD) FPGA hardware implementations is given in this paper. All these ciphers are under consideration from the ISO/IEC 18033-3 standard in order to provide an international encryption standard for the
64-bit block ciphers. Two basic architectures are implemented for each cipher. For the non-feedback cipher
modes, the pipelined technique between the rounds is used, and the achieved throughput ranges from
3.0 Gbps for IDEA to 6.9 Gbps for Triple-DES. For feedback ciphers modes, the basic iterative architecture is considered and the achieved throughput ranges from 115 Mbps for Triple-DES to 462 Mbps for
KHAZAD. The throughput, throughput per slice, latency, and area requirement results are provided for
all the ciphers implementations. Our study is an eﬀort to determine the most suitable algorithm for hardware implementation with FPGA devices.
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1. Introduction
The growing requirements for high-speed, high level secure communications forces the system
designers to propose the hardware implementation of cryptographic algorithms. However, cryptographic algorithms impose tremendous processing power demands that can be a bottleneck in
high-speed networks. Modern applied cryptography in the wireless communications networks,
demands high processing rate to fully utilize the available network bandwidth.
FPGA devices are a highly promising alternative for implementing private-key cryptographic
algorithms. Compared to software-based implementations, FPGA implementations can achieve
superior performance. The ﬁne-granularity of FPGAs matches extremely well the operations required by private-key cryptographic algorithms (e.g., bit-permutations, bit-substitutions, look-up
table reads, Boolean functions). As a result, such operations can be executed more eﬃciently in
FPGAs than in a general-purpose computer. Furthermore, the inherent parallelism of the algorithms can be eﬃciently exploited in FPGAs as opposed to the serial fashion of computing in a
processor environment. At the cryptographic-round level, multiple operations can be executed
concurrently. On the other hand, at the block-cipher level, certain operation modes allow concurrent processing of multiple blocks of data.
In this paper, a hardware implementation performance comparison of the 64-bit block ciphers
is given. There is a large variety of implementations of 64-bit block ciphers both in software running usually in general microprocessors and in hardware. Although we could have presented a
detailed comparison analysis of existing implementations, we choose to have a general comparison methodology, which considers two generic architectures (among the VLSI implementations of
block ciphers).
For block ciphers a third security level, normal-legacy, has been speciﬁed, which means a block
size of 64 bits instead of a size of 128 bits (AES [1] do not speciﬁes smaller block size than 128-bit).
This was suggested by the industry, because the market will still need this block size for compatibility with present applications (e.g., payments with 8-byte personal identiﬁcation numbers). It is
interested in 64-bit block ciphers, which are more secure and eﬃcient than the ones presently used.
The block ciphers that are compared are the: Triple-DES (TDES) [2], IDEA [3], CAST-128 [4],
MISTY1 [5], and KHAZAD [6]. All the above block ciphers are under consideration from the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO/IEC) 18033-3 [7,8] standard in order to provide an international encryption standard for the 64-bit block ciphers. This standard consists of
block cipher processing data blocks of 64 bits, using keys of 128-bit or 192-bit. Triple-DES,
MISTY1, and CAST-128 are Feistel ciphers. IDEA is a semi-Feistel cipher. A Feistel cipher is
a type of block cipher that has the eﬀect of modifying only half of the block in each round.
KHAZAD is a Substitution-Permutation network (SP-network) cipher. An SP-network is a type
of block cipher that has the eﬀect of modifying the entire data block in each round. Similar works,
have been taken place by others research groups in the past, for AES candidates algorithms
[9–11].
Two architectures for each block cipher are considered. The Basic Looping Architecture, where
only one round is implemented, and the Full Loop Unrolling Architecture, where the rounds are
fully unrolled with pipeline stages between the consecutive rounds. The performance metrics that
are used for the ciphers comparison are: (1) throughput, deﬁned as the number of bits encrypted
(decrypted) in a unit of time, (2) throughput per slice, that measures the hardware resource cost
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associated with the implementation resulting throughput, (3) latency, deﬁned as the time necessary to encrypt (decrypt) a single block of plaintext (ciphertext), and ﬁnally, (4) area requirements.

2. Architectures and VLSI implementations
The general block diagram of the hardware implementation of the symmetric-key block cipher
is given in Fig. 1.
All block ciphers operate with 64-bit block size plaintext and accept 128-bit secret key. Also,
Triple-DES has the ability to operate with 192-bit secret key. All implementations support onthe-ﬂy round sub-keys generation.
Five modes of operation have been deﬁned for the block ciphers [12]. Three of them are feedback modes, cipher block chaining mode (CBC), cipher feedback mode (CFB), and output feedback mode (OFB). The rest two are non-feedback modes, electronics code book mode (ECB), and
Counter mode (CTR). In the feedback modes, it is not possible to start encryption for the next
data block until encryption of the previous block is completed. As a result, all blocks must be encrypted sequentially, with no capability for parallel processing. On the other hand, in the nonfeedback modes the encryption of each subsequent block of data can be performed independently
from the processing of the other blocks. So, many blocks can be encrypted in parallel.
Two architectures of each algorithm are implemented. The basic looping architecture (BLA),
and the full loop unrolling architecture (FLUA). Figs. 2 and 3 show the block diagrams of
BLA and FLUA implementations, respectively.
In the ﬁrst one, only one round of each cipher is implemented in order to decrement the
required hardware resources. The output of the basic round unit is buﬀered and one additional
register is used for the input plaintext storage. During initialisation the multiplexer chooses the
Input / key
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Fig. 1. General block diagram of the hardware implementation.
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plaintext and then chooses the output of the basic round unit. In this architecture the key scheduler consists of one basic round. The produced round sub-key is used both for the data encryption
and as input to the next key round. The major disadvantage of this architecture is the requirement
of more clock cycles in order to perform the complete cipher. This is because for an n-round
cipher, n clock cycle is required to perform encryption. This architecture has low register-to-register delay and so operation frequency is increased.
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In a loop unrolling architecture where all n rounds of the data encryption part and the key
scheduling part are unrolled and implemented, the required hardware resources are increased.
The key scheduling part is implemented with pipeline stages in order to balance the pipelining in each data encryption round. This approach minimizes the number of clock cycles
required for encryption and increases the throughput. It also increases the worst-case registerto-register delay for the system and decreases the system frequency. For an n-round cipher, n
rounds are unrolled, n pipeline stages are used and it is capable to process n data blocks simultaneously.
In order to make reliable and fair comparisons, between the hardware implementations of the
ciphers, the same design considerations are followed. As a result, the hardware implementations
of them are straightforward, since their block diagrams are actually their hardware architectures.
In this work, we present a general comparison methodology for the hardware implementations of
block ciphers, by considering the BLA and FLUA architectures. These two generic architectures
can mimic a large amount of existing block ciphers implementations, as it will be made clear in the
rest of the paper. Actually, most of the existing implementations only diﬀer in the number of pipeline stages that they consist of.
Small exceptions comprise TDES, MISTY1, and CAST-128 implementations and these are explained below. The proposed TDES_FLUA implementation consists of 48 pipeline stages. Each
DES execution starts with the initial permutation IP and ends with the inverse initial permutation
IP1. These two permutations are inverse operations. When three DES are concatenated, the initial permutation of the previous DES follows the inverse initial permutation of the current DES.
There is no reason to do either permutation, since the result is no permutation at all [13]. After
that, any IP-IP1 pairs of the algorithm can be avoided and only the ﬁrst IP and the last IP1 need
to be executed. As a result, the initial permutations of the second and third DES, and the ﬁnal
permutations of the ﬁrst and the second DES were not included in the proposed architecture.
With this technique a signiﬁcant performance gain is achieved.
In addition, in MISTY1 the odd rounds are diﬀerent from the even rounds. The even rounds
are the same with the odds, except of the FL/FL1 unit. So, in order to signiﬁcantly decrease MISTY1_BLA hardware area only one round is implemented (Basic Round). With the usage of multiplexers the appropriate operation (odd or even round) is selected in each time. The multiplexers
select either the output or the input of the FL/FL1 unit, when an odd round or an even round is
executed, respectively. The FL/FL1 unit has as input the output of the basic round. In addition,
the round sub-keys are produced immediately when the cipher key is applied to the cipher. In
order to apply the necessary delays for each round sub-key, pipeline registers are used. The same
technique for the round sub-keys is applied also for CAST-128 cipher. This is a major design philosophy comparing with others ciphers that are designed with key rounds.

3. Implementation results and comparison analysis
Each one of the block ciphers was captured by using VHDL, with structural description logic.
The VHDL codes were synthesized for XILINX (VIRTEX) FPGA devices [14], using the
LeonardoSpectrumTM tool [15]. VIRTEX 1600EBG560-6, was used for all the implementations
of the speciﬁc block ciphers. This device was used in order to ﬁt the implementation of the largest
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block cipher, which is the FLUA implementation of CAST-128. The necessary by the algorithms
S-boxes were designed by using look up tables (LUT).
In Table 1, the implementation results of the algorithms are presented. The reconﬁguration
time of the FPGA device is not considered in the throughput results, since each block cipher
implementation ﬁts in the FPGA device. So, dynamic reconﬁguration of the FPGA is not required. This is the reason why the reconﬁguration time is not included in the calculation of
throughput. Also, the FPGA conﬁguration bitstream is loaded before a block cipher starts to execute, since static reconﬁguration of the FPGA is considered. Thus, the place of keeping the conﬁguration bitstream (local or external memory) is not an issue in this work.
Some previous designs for the 64-bit block ciphers have been implemented in FPGAs. Exception is the CAST-128 cipher, since there are no previous implementations for it.
For the TDES block cipher, in [16] three architectures are presented. In the ﬁrst one, only the
basic architecture is implemented and it achieves 45 Mbps at an operation frequency of
35.79 MHz. The second architecture is unrolled in two-rounds in order to decrease the execution
clock cycles. This architecture matches a throughput equal to 68.8 Mbps at 29 MHz. Finally, in
the third implementation the pipelined technique is used. Therefore, the design consists of 24 consecutive double-iteration rounds with pipeline registers in between. The throughput is 2912 Mbps
at 45.55 MHz. In [17], a TDES implementation in Virtex devices [14] that achieves a throughput
of 13.3 Gbps at 207 MHz, is presented. This throughput value is achieved using a 144-stage pipeline, whereas in the proposed TDES_FLUA, a 48-stage pipeline is considered. The application
note of [18] presents a fully unrolled and pipelined TDES implementation that achieves a throughput of 6.464 Gbps at 101 MHz operation frequency; thus it is a slower implementation than ours.
In [19,20], one basic round of TDES is implemented. The throughput is 116 Mbps at 91 MHz
and 83 Mbps at 69 MHz, respectively. The BLA implementation in [21] has a throughput of
917 Mbps, while consumes 604 Control Logic Blocks (CLB) slices. The operation frequency of
this design is 165 MHz for a XCV300E-6 device and 258 MHz in a XC2V1000-5 device. However,
this implementation encrypts/decrypts a data block every 58 clock cycles compared to our proposed one that encrypts/decrypts a data block every 48 clock cycles. This means that in the implementation of [21], the critical path of the basic round is reduced. On the other hand, in our
TDES_BLA implementation, the critical path of the basic round is ﬁxed. A BLA design for Xilinx

Table 1
Block ciphers implementation results
Architecture

Area (CLBs)

Frequency (MHz)

Throughput (Mbps)

Latency (ls)

TDES_BLA
TDES_FLUA
IDEA_BLA
IDEA_FLUA
CAST-128_BLA
CAST-128_FLUA
MISTY1_BLA
MISTY1_FLUA
KHAZAD_BLA
KHAZAD_FLUA

431
14240
1852
11700
2600
24200
4820
13080
2250
9277

86
108
50
47
55
53
30
26
65
70

115
6900
356
3008
220
3392
213
3328
462
4480

0.56
0.44
0.18
0.19
0.29
0.30
0.26
0.30
0.12
0.11
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Intellectual Properties (IP) cores [22] gives a throughput of 668 Mbps on a Virtex-II FPGA, consuming 790 CLB slices. However, there are no other details available for this TDES
implementation.
A BLA FPGA implementation of IDEA is proposed in [23], where one basic round achieves a
throughput of 2.8 Mbps. A 56-stage pipeline IDEA implementation is presented in [24] that
achieves throughput of 528 Mbps. Another FLUA implementation of IDEA [25] gives a throughput of 8.3 Gbps at 131.1 MHz, while using 6078 slices of a Xilinx Virtex XCV600 device. However, this implementation is deeply pipelined since it uses 158 pipeline stages, while our
IDEA_FLUA design utilizes only a 9-stage pipeline. So, the throughput improvement of [25] is
justiﬁed by the large amount of pipelining.
Another deeply pipelined IDEA implementation is presented in [26] that has a throughput of
6.78 Gbps at 105.9 MHz and occupies 9075 CLB slices. The work in [27] estimates that a bit-parallel (BLA) implementation of IDEA can achieve a throughput of 5.247 Gbps using 11602 CLB
slices of a Xilinx Virtex XCV1000 FPGA, while the bit-serial fully pipelined one (FLUA) can give
2.4 Gbps using 11512 slices. Nevertheless, each round of BLA implementation of [27] has a latency value of 21 clock cycles opposed to our implementation that its latency equals to 1 cycle.
This means that the critical path delay of BLA basic round in [27] is reduced. However, the basic
round in our IDEA_BLA is implemented without pipeline stages. Also, each round of the FLUA
implementation in [27] has a latency of 109 cycles, while our IDEA_FLUA one has a latency of 1
cycle. The overall latency of the bit-serial design of [27] is equal to 923 clock cycles. For the proposed IDEA_FLUA implementation, latency equals to 9 cycles, which is considerably smaller
than that of the bit serial in [27].
Finally, in [28] eﬃcient implementations of MISTY1 and KHAZAD block ciphers are presented. These implementations support only the encryption mode of operation, compared to
our proposed ones that support both encryption and decryption mode. For that MISTY1 block
cipher a 208-stage pipelined implementation is presented, compared to the proposed one where 8
pipeline stages are used. A throughput of 8960 Mbps at 140 MHz is achieved. For the KHAZAD
block cipher a 62-stage pipelined implementation—compared to the proposed one that uses only 8
pipeline stages—is presented with a throughput of 9472 Mbps and 148 MHz clock frequency.
In Fig. 4, throughput comparisons are presented between the proposed FPGA implementations
of the 64-bit block ciphers. The comparisons are made in terms of throughput and throughput-toarea ratio requirements. The throughput results are obtained by the following equation:
Thr ¼ n 

#bits
 Freq
#cycles

ð1Þ

where #bits is the number of bits at the cipherÕs input, #cycles is the number of clock cycles that
the block cipher needs in order to encrypt/decrypt the 64-bit input and Freq is the operation clock
frequency. In the BLA implementation n is equal to 1, while in the FLUA implementation is equal
to subsequent data blocks that each cipher can process in parallel. The throughput-to-area ratio
reveals the hardware utilization eﬃciency of each implementation. It is only used in the non-feedback implementations.
For the FLUA implementations, the results show that TDES achieves the best throughput.
This is explained by the fact that TDES can process in parallel 48 data blocks. In addition, it appears that its algorithmic philosophy matches better to the FPGA characteristics (due to the high
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Fig. 4. Throughput comparisons of the FPGA implementations: (a) throughput comparisons between FLUA
implementations, (b) throughput/area comparisons between FLUA implementations, (c) throughput comparisons
between BLA architectures.

Throughput/Area value). While, KHAZAD implementation has slower clock period and fewer
rounds, has similar behaviour to the TDES cipher implementation. This is due to the fact that
KHAZAD_FLUA implementation is much smaller than the TDES_FLUA. CAST-128 cipher
has the worst ﬁt in the FPGA characteristics, simultaneously with low throughput. In addition,
the BLA implementations KHAZAD and IDEA have better performance compared to the
other cipher implementations. TDES needs 48 clock cycles per data block, so it has the lowest
throughput.
Fig. 5 shows the latency comparisons between the FPGA implementations of the 64-bit block
ciphers.
As it is shown in Fig. 5, the behaviour of the cipher is roughly the same in both architecture
implementations (FLUA and BLA). TDES cipher needs more time to encrypt (decrypt) a single
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Fig. 5. Latency comparisons of the FPGA implementations: (a) latency comparisons between FLUA implementations,
(b) latency comparisons between BLA implementations.

block of plaintext (ciphertext) comparing to the others, but only KHAZAD needs less time. This
is due to the fact that TDES 48 has rounds compared to the 8 rounds of the KHAZAD.
The area results for both implementations using the VIRTEX device XCV1600EBG560-6, are
summarized in Fig. 6.
For the FLUA implementations CAST-128 cipher requires the most FPGA hardware resources, while KHAZAD and IDEA have the most compact implementations. In addition, for
the BLA implementations, TDES has the most compact implementation, and MISTY1 has the
higher FPGA area resources utilization. Finally, IDEA and KHAZAD ciphers utilize 288 bytes
and 56 bytes RAM blocks, respectively, for the temporary storage of the encryption round
sub-keys. These sub-keys are used for the production of the decryption sub-keys.
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4. Conclusions
Time performance and area requirements results for 64-bit block ciphers (Triple-DES, IDEA,
CAST-128, MISTY1, and KHAZAD) hardware implementations are presented in this paper. All
these algorithms are under consideration for the ISO/IEC 18033-3 standard. Two architectures for
each cipher are implemented. For the non-feedback implementations Triple-DES and KHAZAD
achieve the best performance and meet better the FPGA characteristics. For the feedback implementations KHAZAD and IDEA appears to have better performance. Triple-DES has the highest latency. This is due to the required large number of rounds. KHAZAD cipher appears to have
the better overall behaviour. It achieves admirable performance and requires reduced area resources for both (non-feedback and feedback) implementations. The high value of the throughput
per slice proves that KHAZAD is the best choice for an FPGA implementation. Considering that
the ISO/IEC 18033-3 consists of block ciphers processing data blocks of 64 bits, using keys of 128bit or 192-bit, Triple-DES has an advantage in order to be selected as standard because is the only
cipher that has the possibility to use 192-bit keys. On the other hand, for the ciphers using 128-bit
key, KHAZAD seems to be (based on the above measurements) the best choice.
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